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Using Evaluation to Ensure Quality Professional
Development in Rural Schools

Katherine Mitchem, Deborah Wells, and John Wells
West Virginia Univers ity

Professional development practices implemented in rural school systems have often led nowhere. These practices seem
to produce adult learning activities with few results other than participants ' mount ing frustration and anot her innovation
left by the wayside. To encourage the development ofproductive professional development, many studies are beginning
to indicate the importance ofmaking evaluation central to the design ofprofessional development. Employing WI evalu
ative approach may assist staff developers in addressing the frequent criticism that professional development activities
are disconnected/rom one ano ther and do not/arm part ofa coherent program ofteacherlearning and development. The
CIPP Model wasformulated by Stufflebeam (I ()6 6) to show how evaluation contributes to the decision-making process in
program management , If't·propose a similar conceptual model for ongoing data-based professional development ill rural
settings . This model provides practitioner with a useful and manageable toolfor incorporating all evaluativ e approach to
the design. development, and deli very ofprofessional development. In addition. we provide a practical application ofthe
model to an ongoing rural professional development project.

Margo Cieslewski, the staff developer in the orthern
School Dis trict. is reviewing needs assessment su rveys to
plan the year's pro fessiona l deve lopment activi ties . For
years. she has wondered how many times she will have to
find someone to pre ent on technology integration. inclusion.
school violence, and all the rest. The definit ion of insanity
comes to mind-doing the same thing for the same problem
over and over again and expecting a different outcome. For
years. she has wondered how to address the many needs
of her rural educators with the limited resources at her
disposal. The dis trict's teaching force follows the nat ional
rural trend of young, less experienced teachers who have
little experience with professional development (Kannapel
& DeYoung. 1999). Just recently, the dis trict has corne under
attack for being too sma ll, being located in a community that
does not value education (Howley & Howley, 1995). and
being viewed a inefficient and unprofessional (Kannapel
& DeYoung , 1999) . In addition to her rura l woes. Margo
recen tly received the revised standards from the ational
Staff Development Council (NS DC. 2002) which encour
age more innovative professional development (http: //www.
nsdc .org/list.htrn for standards). But. how?

As Mizell (200 I) points out. " for too long the profes-
ional development practices of too many school sys tems

and schools have led nowhere. Year after year. their staff
development has amounted to little more than a di. parate
set ofadult learning activi ties with few demonstrable results
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other than participants ' mounting frus tra tion" (pp . 18-19).
SDC's revised standards call for staffdevelopers " to push

the boundaries of nonnative sta ff development prac tice"
(Mizell. 200 I . p. 19) to improve the quality and result
of public education. Rural school distr icts. however. face
additional. more daunting challenges when implementing
professional developme nt. These dis tricts face stifling road
blocks whe n attem pting to implemen t strategic changes uch
as technology integration . Roadblocks include a limited tax
base for needed reve nues. a need to deliver services over a
wide geographic area, inadequate faci lities. limited support
services. high tran sportation costs. and a lack of access to
effec tive professional deve lopme nt (Helge, 1992; Howley,
1991 : Knapczyk, Rodes. & Brush, 1994). How. then, can
rural school districts design, develop. and sustain high qual
ity professiona l development?

One suggestion is to conceptualize pro fessional devel
opment from an evaluation perspec tive . Stufflebeam (1997)
argued tha t educational organizatio ns. including school ',
need to conduct sound evaluation to ide ntify and addres
stakeho lde rs ' needs, improve , erviccs, make defensible
personnel dec isions. and effectively serve students and the
larger community. Of course. the way in which one define
evaluation impac ts the type ofeva luation activity conducted.
Evaluation can serve a number of purpo es. Planning-ori
ented evaluation permi ts dec isions to be made about the
design of the professional deve lopment or program. Thi
often takes the form of a needs assessment and information
ga thered should be used to specify program or professional
development goa ls and objectives. Process-oriented or for
mative eva luation a llows decisions to be made about what
is taking place duri ng implementation of the professional
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development. Finally. product-oriented or surnmative evalu
ationpermits decisions about the value or effectiveness of the
professional development with emphasis on both intended
and unintended outcomes.

Guskey (2002) emphasizes the importance of making
evaluation central to the design ofprofessional development
to enhance its success . In a similar fashion to the Context.
Input. Process. Product (CIPP) program evaluation model
proposed by Stufflebeam (1966.1997). Guskcy (2002)
advocated for evaluation to take place at different phases
during the professional development process. For example.
this evaluation must occur prior to the delivery of the pro
fessional development in the form of an assessment of the
context. not just as a summative evaluation in the final phase
as found in traditional professional development evaluation
plan . Guskcy (2002) proposes that. in order for professional
development to be meaningful and lead to sustained use.
pre-implementation evaluation must take place. The com
ponents that must be included in this pre-implementation
evaluation include participant characteristics. organization
characteristics. and attributes of the training activities.
A large-scale study of cience education reform in rural
America reinforced the notion that even in rural areas. one
size does not fit all when implementing educational reform
(Center for Science Education. 2003). Common challenges.
such a persistent poverty. geographic isolation, and perva
sive lack of resources. interact with cultural and contextual
factors in each rural community. These shape the environ
ment for reform differently and must be evaluated in each
individual setting.

An evaluative approach to professional development
that considers the rural context and culture may assist the
staff developer in addressing the frequent criticisms that
professional development activities are disconnected from
one another. from participants. and from the community,
and do not form part ofa coherent program of teacher leam
ing and development (Garct, Porter, Desimone. Birman. &
Yoon, 200 I). In this article. we propose a conceptual model
for the ongoing data-bat ed design. development. delivery.
and evaluation ofprofessional development. In addition. we
provide a practical application of the model to Trek 21. an
ongoing professional development project.

Our design and evaluation (D&E) model (Mitchem &
Well . . 200 I) presents five steps: determining desired out
come and impact, assessing context, developing content
and process. evaluating impact, and evaluating outcomes.
The c steps were identified in the literature as critical in
the process of gathering evaluation information regarding
professional development (Fullan. 1992; Guskey, 1997.
200 I, 2002; ational Staff Development Council. 2002;

parks & Hirsh, 1997). Figure I depicts the D&E model
andshows the hypothesized professional development steps
neces ary to effectively influence change in teacher practice,
su tained usc of that practice. and resulting improvement in

student performance, TIle model is constructed to provide an
administrator or personnel responsible for staff development
a tool for design and delivery of professional development.
The intent is to offer administrators and staff developers a
practical method for identifying needs within their school
and then designing, developing. and delivering appropriate
and effective professional development targeted to address
those needs. It is not intended to be used to train evaluators
in thc art of evaluation, but rather encourage an evaluative
approach to the design and delivery ofeffective professional
development.

In rural school districts. where there may be little access
to expertise in professional development, the D&E model is
proposed as an adaptable, flexible, and feasible approach to
meeting professional development needs strategically and
effectively, In addition, its iterative nature and emphasis on
data-based decision making eneourage efficient usc ofscarce
resources, accountability. and a sustained and coherent plan
for professional development and school improvement. Al
though not stated in every step of the process. the personnel
responsible for the development. delivery. and evaluation
ofprofessional development should include representatives
from all stakeholders, including administrators, teachers.
paraprofessionals, and, iI'appropriate, parents and commu
nity member. The five steps arc outlined below. followed
by an application to a current professional development
project.

The first step requires the stafT to determine the de
. ired outcomes and impact of the training. This important
step is often easy for the staffdeveloper, and sometimes it
even is taken for granted . Traditionally. need. a. sessments
have been gathered and analyzed to determine staff needs.
The staff developer would also consider current federal
and state mandates and new instructional programs being
implemented. The staff developer must recognize that the
needs and concerns of the teaching staffand district lead the
development of the outcomes and impacts. The outcomes
and impact should be well defined and clearly articulated
to facilitate the development and evaluation of the training.
The staff developer must keep in mind that these outcomes
and impact arc the foundation of all training activities and
evaluation tools.

The second step in the D&E model may be new to the
staff developer. Assessing context refers to the gathering
of information regarding the organization. sy tem, and
culture in which the activities arc to occur and may include
characteristics of the participants, chool. community, and
professional and regulatory bodies. The gathering of . uch
information allows staffdevelopers the opportunity to fully
understand the culture and environment in whieh the training
i . to occur and. more importantly. the environment in which
the innovation is to be implemented and sustained . This is
especially important in rural areas where school improve
ment plans must demonstrate an understanding ofand build
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of profes ional development design and evaluation

--------------
upon the community's assets. history. and unique challenges
(Center for Science Education. 2003). When all the factors
of the contextual environment are noted and under tood,
the next ste ps in the D&E model can be developed and
adapted to successfully meet the needs of the participants.
school. and. ultimately, the tudents benefiting from thc
teacher training.

Once the desired ou tcomes and impact have been de ter
mined and the contextual environment has been assessed. thc
next step is to develop the content and process for the actua l
training. The content refers to the "what" ofthe profe sional
development and include the knowledge and skills needed
or the nature of the innovation. The process is the "how" of
the professional development and is concerned with how
activities arc planned, organized, carried out, and followed
up. It is important to remember that thi third step is greatly
influenced by the first two steps. The staff developer must
always follow the lead of the desired outcomes and impact
when developing the process and content of the training.
Equally important is the consideration of information discov-

ercd through the a. scssrnent of the context. The contextual
assessment provides the staffdeveloper with the participant
skill level. attitudes, and needs of the whole system that
mu t be addressed when developing both the content and
proce of the training.

The fourth step in the D&E model occurs both during
and after the training. The evaluation of the impact refers to
the gathering of data to indicate evidence of understanding
and mastery of the professional development objectives
and changes in teacher practice (Thompson & McClintock.
1998) . This evaluation may occur during the training as
the staff developer tries to determine if the objective of
the training arc being met and if participants have acquired
the skills necessary to progress towards more complex as
pects of thc innovation. Consideration of formative impact
evaluation is necessary if teacher mastery of the training
outcome is to occur. Following training. the impact must
be evaluated again to ensure that a change in teacher prac
tice has occurred. This impact evaluation should consider
the participants' shift in understanding and mastery, and in



Table I
Stages ofLearning

tage of Learning

rv ovrcc

Advanced Beginner

Competent

Proficient

Expert

ource: Scngc ( 1995).
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Characteristics of the Leamer

Beginning awareness of subject area
Little or no ability to put ideas into practice
Apply new learning by following a set of rules

Understand the scope of the subject area
Acknowledge lack of knowledge regarding innovation
Able to apply tools and principles to familiar situations

ew skills and capabilities arc being internalized
Ability to go beyond rule-bound procedures
Able to adapt new learning to different situations

Tools and concepts have been internalized
Able to apply new learning to a variety of situations
Applies new learning intuitively

Skills and capabilities arc fully internalized
Seeks collaborative relationships with fellow experts
Refines abilities through exposure and interaction
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teachers' attitudes, judgments. and beliefs affected by the
training and innovation.

The fifth step of the D&E model is to evaluate the out
come of the professional development. This step considers
the ultimate goal of professional development: sustained
change in teacher practice and improvement in student
performance (Mizell. 200 I; NSDC, 2002). Outcome evalu
ation must reach beyond the actual training environment
and attempt to evaluate the educators' integration of the
innovation. The evaluation should examine implementation
and its effects on student performance. Many aspects of
implementation may be useful when trying to determine if
the outcomes of the training match those desired outcomes
proposed prior to training. These aspects include the fre
quency and fidelity of implementation. the effects on tudent
performance, and ultimately. the ability of the participants
to u tain the use of the innovation over time.

AIthough all steps of the D&E model have been com
pleted, the staffdeveloper is not finished. The model is itera
tive. allowing the staffdeveloper to utilize the data collected
when assessing context. evaluating impact. and evaluating
outcomes to begin the cycle over. Once the impact and out
come evaluations arc complete. new outcomes and impact
hould emerge along with a readiness to conduct further

a sessment of the ever-changing contextual environment.
In order for the training to produce a sustained change in
teacher practice and influence student achievement. the cycle

must be repeated. allowing participants to move through
the five stages of learning as described in Table I: novice.
advanced beginner. competent. proficient, expert (Sengc,
1995) . Without an understanding of the stages of learning.
a staff developer may think that more than enough time
and resources have been spent training and is then disap
pointed when the level of knowledge is less than de ired
(Senge, 1995). Or worse. the innovation is discarded as
being without merit because results arc expected too soon.
Sustained change in teacher practice requires an awareness
of the participant's level of learning and the development
ofa learning plan to move participants through these level .
The iterative nature of the model encourages this type of
movement and provides the framework necessary to develop
the learning plan .

Remember our puzzled rural staff developer? How
might this D&E model help her plan professional devel
opment that maximizes the use of her limited resources,
con. iders her young teaching staff and negative views of
her district. and encourages change and sustained use? One
approach for rural districts is to collaborate with other agen
cies, increasing the resources available to all stakeholders.
Rural school districts in West Virginia have participated in
Trek 21. an innovative professional development experience
directed through West Virginia University. This profe . sional
development centered on technology integration training and
was funded through a Preparing Teachers for Tomorrow's
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Technology grant. Trek 21 embraced the notion that tech
nology integration can link rural educators and students
with a global network of information and resources (Seal
& Harmon, 1995). The collaborative effort between thc
rural ehool districts of West Virginia and the state 's largest
land grant ins titution has led to 3 years of innovative rural
professional development activities.

Trek 21 applied the D&E model at its inception and
throughout the delivery and evaluation processes. The use of
the model provided Trek 2 [ developers with the framework
necessary to analyze. develop, deliver. and evaluate an effec
tive teacher learning experience. The following will describe
Trek 21-its rationale. goals. and objectives-in addition to
how the D&E model assisted this process .

In it. simplest form, Trek 21 intended to impart a deep
and lasting change in the culture of teacher practice. result
ing in exemplary forms of that practice where the effective
integration of instructional technologies occurs and is dem
onstrated by participating educators. As educators face new
social and cultural shifts due to technology. teachers must
be adequately prepared in all aspects of their professional
practice allowing schools to become the leader. rather than
merely a participant. in transformation efforts . Children,
schools, and society cannot afford for teachers not to be the
critical players in the current efforts to prepare education for
the era oftechnology. If the goal is to create learner-centered
classroom ' where technology is embedded. technology
must be embedded in the training of teachers. In a sense,
technology becomes not just a too l in the transformation
of schools. but the engine of change (Darling-Hammond,
1997). Rural schools often view tech nology as an equalizer
to the wealth of resources and op tions that urban and subur
ban students experience (Cahill, Hawkes. & Kari m. 1995).
Rura l . chools are more likely than urban schools to have
computers in the classroom with mos t of the e clas: rooms
connected to the internet (National Center for Education
Sta tistics. 200 I). However. the resources for maintaining
and facilitating technology use in the schools. particularly in
a time of severe population decline and budget cuts in rural
communities. arc not so abundant (Hawkes, Halverson. &
Brockmucller, 2002).

To address the needs of the rura l community. the
goals of Trek 21 merged the participation of West Virginia
Professional Development School teachers. universi ty fac
ulty. pre-service teachers. and educat iona l organizations
into a self-su taining proce s of teacher preparatio n and
professional development tha t bui lds capaci ty and en tails
the acquisition of: (a) the tools nece sary to adjust current
curriculum to reflect technological advances; (b) technical
and pedagogical knowledge and ski lls necessary for effec 
tive integration of instructional technologies; (c) sustained
support and resources requisite to the pervasive integration
of instructional technologies into practice in rural settings;
(d) the mean . to change ins tructional procedures. cvalua-

tion of student success. and in tructional method. that are
fundamental to successful teaching and learning environ
ments; and (e) a rural educational community that shares
a common pedagogical practice. The ul timate goal of the
Trek 21 project was to provide educators with the technical
kills and pedagogical knowledge necessary to integrate

in tructional technologics meaningfully into web-bas cd units
while increasing active student engagement.

The following activities were designed to meet Trek 21
goals and were implemented three times during the three
year duration of Trek 2 1. A 3-week technology integration
summer institute for West Virginia K-12 teachers began the
annual Trek 2 1 cycle. This institute focused on instructional
technology training. Following the summer institute. partici
pants attended two conti nui ty meetings, one each semester.
At these meetings. participants had the opportunity to ad
dress issue specifically related to the implementation of
their lessons and the integration of instruc tiona l technologies
into their practice. Finally. follow-up site visits were sched
uled throughout the academic year with each participant at
his/her school. Trainers used these visits to assist teacher
in continuing to integrate ins tructional technologies into
their pract ice as well as troubleshoot and remove barrier
to tha t integration.

A Practical Application ofthe D&E Model

The D&E model provides a framework for the ongoing
da ta-based design. development. del ivery. and evaluation
of rural professional development. The five steps de cribed
below arc crucial to the design of effective professional de
ve lopment and must be viewed as an iterative process. The
iterative nature of the model-e-determine. assess. develop.
evaluate, de termine, as. ess, develop. evaluate-provides
information necessary for the development ofa learning plan
leading to a coherent program of train ing activitie .

Desired outcomes and impact. The desired ou tcomes
and impact of the training are de termined to provide the
foundation of all learn ing activi ties and evaluation tools.
TIle project direc tor identified the outcomes and impac t
of Trek 2 1 based on the U.S. Department of Education's
recommendations and ubsequent call for proposals in the
PT3 grant competition. Observation of previous We t Vir
ginia professional deve lopment efforts to train educators in
technology integration as well as a revie w of thc literature
supported the selected ou tcomes and impac t. The goa l of
thc project was to provide participants with the technical
skills and pedagogical knowledge necessary to integrate
instruc tiona l technologies meaningfully into web-based units
while increasing active stude nt engagement.

Context. The contex t. characteris tics of the participants
and characteristics ofsys tem. , is eval uated to provide more
information than ga thered on a traditional needs assessment.
The staff developer defined a starting point that described
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Table 2
Stages ofLearning and Trek 2/ Activities
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Stage of Learning

Novice

Advanced Beginner

Competent

Proficient

Expert

Source: Scngc ( 1995).

Trek 21 Training Ac tivit ies Addressing Each Stage

Trainers presented overview of Trek 21

Trainers demonstrated ski lls
Participants engaged in supervised. hands-on practice with structured activ ities

Participants and trainers discussed how technology integration cou ld augment ind ividual lesson
plans
Participants applied newly acquired skills to lesson plans with trainer support and ass istance

Participants applied new skills to ind ividuallesson plans with trainer support when solicited
Part icipants identified alternate applications of new skills to enhance original lesson plans

Participants implemented lessons in individual classroom seuings
Partic ipants mod ified and adjusted lessons to fit classroom needs

Participants recruited as peer train ers.
Peer trainers collaborated with original Trek 21 trainers to refine and deliver training for new
participants
Peer trainers served as instructional leaders and coordinators for ongoing integration at local
settings

the part icipan ts ' present attitudes and competence as wel l as
previous exposure to the topic. In the same ....'ay. the sys tems
were analyzed to identify req uirements, supports, and bar
riers to implementation.

The Trek 11 developers assessed the context with the
followi ng instruments and products: (a) Computer Usc
Survey (Eijmin, 2000; Johnson, 1977) to assess partici 
pants' developmental levels of computer usc ; (b) pre -train
ing administration of the Stages of Concern (Rutherford.
Hall, & George, 1982) to assess the attitudes an individual
has toward a topic; (c) Principles of Adult Learning. Sca le
(PALS; Cont i, 19R2) to identify a general teac hing style:
and (d) Pre-p roduct (unit plan) to assess the readiness of the
instructional unit for tech nology integration. An ana lysis of
these measures provided the developers with a baseline of
skills, attitudes, learning style, and overall readi ness of the
participant for train ing. The local school agencies' abili ties
to support and nurture the goals and objectives o f Trek 21
training were assessed through forma l correspondence in
which all agreed to commit release time and resources.

Content and process. The content, knowledge und
skills needed or nat ure of the intervention is developed in
alignment with the overall goals and objectives and its tit
with participants' present skill level. Using the computer usc
survey and participants' preproducts. the Trek 21 training

was developed to ensure alignment with participant skill
level, expressed desires. and research-based content.

The process-how activities are planned, organized,
carried out, and followed up - is developed to ensure the
delivery of high quality ac tivities leading 10 successful goa l
attainment. In a rural school, this includes effective train
ing activities, building capacity for further train ing, and the
development ofa cadre ofreacher experts who can fac ilitate
and support susta ined lise follow ing the collaborative effort
(Hawkes, Halverson. & Brockmueller, 1002). The Trek 21
trainers considered process in a number of ways. First, the
impact and outcomes provided a framework for planning and
organizing tra ining act ivities. Second, usi ng the contextual
assessment. developers gai ned an understanding of the
participants' readiness for the train ing and developed train
ing activ ities 10 reflect and add ress these factors. Thi rd, the
stages of learning provided information regarding the type
of training activity , sequenci ng ofactivities, and the partici
pants level and degree of participation. Trek 2 1provided an
oppo rtun ity for instructional leade rs to emerge and take a
leading role in planning, delivery, and evaluation ofongoing
train ing and support at both collaborative and local si tes.
Table 2 provides examples of how this occurred.

Impact. Impact evaluation considers participants" shift
in understanding and mastery along with their shift in at-
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titudes, judgments. and beliefs towards the ultimate goal
or outcome of training-adoption and sustained use of the
innovation.Trek 21 evaluated the impact using two tools: the
daily evaluations oftraining objectives, and the post-training
administration of the Stages of Concern (Rutherford. Hall,
& George. 1982). Information from the daily evaluations
provided trainers with feedback on participants' initial un
derstanding and skill mastery. Post-training scores on the
Stages of Coneem allowed trainers to identify participants'
shifts in attitudes towards technology integration.The degree
of kill mastery and a shift in attitude regarding an innova
tion affects the extent to which a participant can meet the
ultimate outcome of the professional development. Ifskills
are lacking or a participant docs not value the innovation,
then integration and student benefit will not follow.

Outcome. Outcome evaluation considers the goals of
the professional development. This step i. necessary to as
sess the overall effect of training on teacher practice and
the training's capacity to fulfill its stated purpose. In this
instance,Trek 21's stated purpose was to provide participants
the technical skills and pedagogical knowledge necessary
to integrate instructional technologies meaningfully into
web-based units while increasing active student engagement.
Final evaluations of training objective and participant units
served as outcome evaluation tools. The final evaluations
provided evidence of participants' perceptions of skill
mastery. Evaluation of participant. ' units and lesson plans
provided evidence of the level of technology integration
and each unit's potential for active student engagement. To
evaluate the actual integration of technology into teaching
and student benefit. the Trek 21 staff conducted follow up
site visits, two continuity meetings during the school year
to provide teacher support, and interviews to discuss student
bencfit.

If the ultimate goal of all professional development
is to build capacity and encourage suuained use of effec
tive teacher practice. then our rural staff developer , while
rightfully proud of her accomplishments, may not rest on
her laurels. Instead. she must return to the model and con
sider the desired outcomes and impact that emerged from
the evaluation of the completed training. The cycle begins
again: analyze. develop, deliver and evaluate. Evaluation of
professional development must focus on educators' acquisi
tion of new skills and knowledge , the participants' need to
move through the stages of learning, the effects of learning
on instruction, and the impact of this change on student
achievement (Mizell , 200 I).

In light of the multiple roadblocks to rural professional
development , administrators must make the most strategic
use of limited resources . The D & E model is an approach
to designing. delivering, and evaluating professional de
velopment to ensure that capacity is built, partnersh ips are
forged, data-based decision making is integrated into the
process. and to facilitate linking professional development

to increased student achievement. Aconsideration e pecially
important to rural settings i the implementation of effective
and productive professional development leading to the cre
ation of a cadre of well trained teachers who can be shared
and partnered with other . chools and districts. Effective.
data driven professional development can professionalize
rural schools.
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